THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE
Delivering technique that prepares you for the
high demands of the film and television industry.
Each Power Tool enables you to bring the
dynamics that book jobs and inspire,
captivate and entertain audiences.
“You are a unique instrument. I can help you develop your skills and
enrich the depth in your work. Whether you are a seasoned pro seeking a fresh approach or just beginning, my greatest gratification comes
in witnessing the breakthroughs that you will achieve when you
master your acting.”

- Kimberly Jentzen

MASTER YOUR CRAFT

THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE
INTRODUCTION TO THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE
A direct technique with extensive individual coaching by an award-winning
director and acting coach that includes professional advice for the working
actor in the competitive film and television industry.
This two day plus one-month of Ongoing Class is designed to ease the actor
into the Ongoing Class. Each session is complete with new techniques
from Kimberly’s book, Acting with Impact: Power Tools to Ignite the Actor’s
Performance. The Jentzen Technique brings power and clarity to the actor’s
preparation and process and provides a foundation so that the actor can
enter ongoing class with confidence.

ACTING WITH IMPACT COURSE
2 DAYS with KIMBERLY JENTZEN &
First Month of Ongoing Class

PART 1
POWER OF STRONG AND ORIGINAL CHOICES: how to make them
POWER TOOL: PLAYING THE LOVE and EXERCISE
POWER TOOL: IMAGES and EXERCISES
POWER OF RELEASING FEAR: Anatomy of Fear - process of building
confidence
POWER TOOL: EMOTIONAL CONTENT and EXERCISES: expanding your
emotional range with the imagination.
POWER OF STRENGTHENING THE ACTOR’S FOCUS: being an artist in a business.
**Actors receive Kimberly’s book, Acting with Impact, their own individually
selected monologues and a scene for Ongoing Class.**

“Thank you Kimberly, for
everything. I mean that… we’ve
come so far and so long together
and it has meant everything to
me. It has shaped my work so far
and it will continue to shape it
and I don’t know what I would
do without it.”

- Aubrey Peeples
(Nashville, Jem & the Holograms)

PART 2
POWER OF IMAGES and VISUALIZATION:
Lightness and Ease Exercise to ignite the
actor’s concentration, focus and
imagination.
RULES OF IMPROVISATION and
IMPROVISATION EXERCISES
POWER TOOL: OWNING THE CHARACTER
POWER OF THE FIRST READ with EXERCISES:
Script Analysis, The Eight Inquiries and Five
Ownerships

PART 3
POWER TOOL: THE OBJECTIVE – how to find it and make the most of it
POWER OF RISK TAKING and more on MAKING STRONG CHOICES
POWER TOOL: INNER ACTIONS with EXERCISES: Build on the tools that give you
an edge in every reading and performance.
POWER TOOL: GENRE: Film, Television, Drama, Sitcom, Dramady and Comedy.
INDUSTRY DISCUSSION and Q & A: the anatomy of the Entertainment Industry,
Kimberly’s insights on how to set yourself up for success and create opportunities
and a sustainable career.
**You will be invited into the ongoing class that is the best match for you
to achieve your acting goals. Classes are ongoing and your
first month is included in the Introduction Course.**

Each class size is limited.
All students work every class.

Acting is best learned experienced.

ONGOING CLASSES:
Scene Study, Improvisation
& Cold Reading
“The first thing that struck me about
Kimberly is her incredibly open and
approachable personality. She
eliminates fear. Within her classroom
she creates an atmosphere of
collaboration and free-spirited
energy. It is an environment of
judgment-free discovery.”

- Devon Graye
(American Horror Story, Dexter)

Every actor needs to harness their
skill by consistently working out in a
scene study and technique class.
Scene study affords the actor the
opportunity to discover and enhance
their strengths while working on their
weaknesses.
The
actor
gains
character
development tools that refine the
actor’s talent so they can step onto
the set or stage with the knowledge
and confidence that they are primed
to deliver an inspired performance.

Many find that their ongoing scene study class provides a home that keeps
the actor prepared, ready and on their game.
Class begins with a warm up and technique. During the warm up actors learn
a new tool and harness it through improvisation. After the break, scenes and
monologues are performed and
individually coached by Kimberly
Jentzen. If an actor doesn’t have
a scene that night, they execute
a cold reading and receive
audition technique coaching.
Actors are encouraged to bring
their auditions and scenes to be
worked in class to help prepare
for shoots, auditions, chemistry
reads, and more.
For acceptance into one of the
classes, reach out to us for an
audition/interview:
info@kimberlyjentzen.com
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KIMBERLY JENTZEN’S
Cold Reading Intensive
Casting directors, agents, directors and producers appreciate actors who
consistently deliver strong auditions, which are essential for
building a career. Develop skills for booking and getting callbacks.
The idea of working with actors within a
condensed time period creates a magic
that cannot be duplicated. Actors learn
to work through blocks with ease. The
Cold Reading Intensive was designed by
Kimberly Jentzen to help actors generate
consistently inspired performances
focusing on the essential skills of the
professional actor. Lessons are given
through individual coaching.

“Kimberly understands each
individual actor. She is solid in
discovering each of us, so that
our work is tailored in our own
personal direction”

- Matthew Alan
(13 Reasons Why, Lost)

Actors receive their own individually selected cold readings to be
coached during the Intensive. Camera work included.
**Each actor is encouraged to bring their auditions or any
challenging sides they would like to work as well.**
Class size is limited
• Discover how to make strong choices and learn solid
audition booking tools
• Receive extensive individual coaching of audition
technique and character breakdown
• Build on the tools that give you an edge in every reading
and performance
• Open the door for inspired risk taking in the work
• Learn how to live into your depth as an artist with
advanced tools
• Gain insights on overcoming blocks and fear
• Learn how to set yourself up for success
• Train to make an impact!
An Intensive that will change your acting forever!
Reach out to us for the next Intensive: info@kimberlyjentzen.com

THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE
ACTING FOR SINGERS
SINGING FOR ACTORS
“Rent was really a dream come true for me. I remember being in your
living room working on the performance piece in a private session with
you like it was yesterday. I wouldn’t be where I am now without the
training, knowledge and confidence I developed in your classes.”

- Cristina L. Fadale
(Maureen in Rent on Broadway)

Learn to apply acting tools taught only by Kimberly Jentzen,
who developed these effective techniques over years
of coaching both actors and singers.
• Overcome the fear of intimacy with your audience
• Deepen your emotional range and connection to your song
• Empower your stage and screen presence
• Overcome the fear of singing
• Discover the freedom of vocal expression
• Learn in a safe environment
• Work with a professional accompanist
• Develop confidence for fearless daring choices
• Learn exercises that empower both vocal and acting skill
• Empower your interpretation of material and phrasing
• Accept your voice: overcome your limits and build on your strengths
• Hone in on your brand and your own unique style

Train to be unforgettable!

SCRIPT ANALYSIS/SCRIPT DEVELOPMENT
Script Analysis provides tools and insights for actors, writers, directors and
“Kimberly is inspiring and compassionate in producers to develop the essential
her approach to teaching. This book comes
skills for breaking down scripts and
at just the right time for any student who is
insightfully making creative choices
looking for an insightful and concise manner based on what is on the page.
Analyzing great film scripts, TV scripts,
to the work. This is not your average acting
plays and pitches, prove to stimutechnique book; it is one that asks the
late an understanding with material
student to delve deep and helps to bring out
that will strengthen a skill set that is
essential for success. Kimberly has
the best of the actor within.”
= Joy Tanner discovered that those who attend this
(Degrassi: The Next Generation, Nancy Drew) class grow exponentially. They gain
understanding of characters, execution of powerful scripts and why they
work, different writing styles, all while breaking down material with an insightful
group of industry professionals.
Script Development provides an opportunity for each participant to have their
work read and receive feedback from the group. Participants from Kimberly’s
classes have written material that has gone on to successful theatrical runs,
television series, webisodes, shorts, feature films, and more.

kimberlyjentzen.com

THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE
ACTING WITH IMPACT:
THE BOOK
Kimberly Jentzen, creator of
THE JENTZEN TECHNIQUE, taps into
the essence, motivations and needs
of authentic characters and cultivates an edge in actors to find their
artistic fuel. Her fresh approach
dynamically infuses actors with the
confidence to access their imagination and act with authentic expression. Jentzen created these nine
Power Tools to help actors own a
process that is efficient and gets
results on the job. Each Power Tool
is a finely-tuned, streamlined acting
technique designed to tap into the
truth and deliver inspired
performances.
“As a Casting Director for the past 16 years, I see actors every day and I know how difficult it is
to book a job. Kimberly Jentzen’s book, Acting with Impact, will help you get the training and
edge you need to be among the very best.”
- Amy Jo Berman, Casting Director (Primary Colors, The Parent Trap)

LIFE EMOTION CARDS
This deck of cards assists actors and everyday
people in harnessing and building an emotional
range. Any actor that wants to strengthen their
skill will find these cards a useful and necessary tool. A deck of Life Emotion Cards contains
specifically crafted definitions, exercises, notes
and suggestions. Understand what moves you
to tears, to anger, to joy and many, many more.
Developing a vocabulary of emotion strengthens your confidence and presence on set,
on stage, and in life!

Contact us to schedule an
audition/interview: info@kimberlyjentzen.com

